













































Native-PAGE	 (a)	 shows	 that	 induction	of	
SaPI	mobilization	by	the	allelic	variants	of	
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INM1 IO11 IDI IDII IO46 I55 pCN51 
Dut 1  1 1 - 
Stl - 1 2 1 
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Stl	 inhibits	 the	 dUTPase	 activity	 of	 the	 variants	




Motif I Motif II Motif III 




Motif II Motif IiI 
Motif IV 
Motif V 
ϕO11	 dimeric	 Dut	 presents	 an	 all-helix	 structure.	
Each	 protomer	 is	 made	 of	 8	 helices	 with	 the	
characteristic	 structural	 core	 of	 dimeric	 Duts	




one	 face	 of	 the	 molecule,	 whereas	 both	 active	
centres	of	the	dimer	are	oriented	towards	the	same	
molecule	 face,	 forming	 a	 long	 channel	 that	
accommodates	two	molecules	of	dUPNPP.		
The	 dimer	 has	 two	 active	 centers	 whth	 each	 one	
occupied	 by	 a	 molecule	 of	 dUPNPP.	 β-	 and	 γ-	
phosphates	 chelate	 two	 divalent	 metals	 (Mg),	
whereas	trimeric	requires	one.	
80α	trimeric	Dut	(up)	show	the	difference	in	folding	
between	 dimeric	 (all-alpha)	 and	 trimeric	 (all-beta).	
The	 structural	 motifs	 implicated	 in	 Stl	 recognition	
for	 trimeric	Duts	 are	 labelled	 and	 coloured	 in	 cyan	
(motif	IV),	magenta	(motif	V)	and	red	(motifVI).	
At	 the	 bottom,	 the	 superimposition	 of	 dUPNPP	
molecules	 shows	 both	 active	 centres,	 dimeric	
(green)	 and	 trimeric	 (orange),	 are	 completely		
different.	 Orientation	 of	 the	 plane	 of	 the	 uracil	
moiety	 and	 the	 disposition	 of	 the	 phosphates	 is	
different.	 In	 trimeric	 Dut,	 α-phosphates	 acquire	 a	
gauche	 catalytic-competent	 geometry	meanwhile	 a	
trans	conformation	is	observed	in	the	dimeric.		









Stl	 repressor	 full-lenght	 inhibits	 the	 dUPase	
activity	 of	 both	 dimeric	 (ϕO11)	 and	 trimeric	
(ϕ11).	 Stl	 ΔHTH	 inhibits	 dUTPase	 activity	 of	
dimeric	but	not	 trimeric,	while	StlΔCter	has	 the	
opposite	 capacity,	 being	 this	 specific	 domain	
interaction	 a	 fascinating	 example	 of	
convergent	 evolution	 of	 Stl	 repressor	 by	
targeting	 with	 structurally	 unrelated	 proteins	
(antirepressors)	performing	the	same	function,	
and	 allowing	 thus	 to	 the	 SaPI	 to	 hijack	 the	
helper	 phage	 cycle	 by	 exploiting	 conserved	
phage	processes.		
Results	
